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Stakeholder’s Review Workshop
Conducted for CBARAD Project

CBARAD Barangay staff display a hand-made lifejacket made of PET
bottles to workshop participants.

The JICA Philippines Office and the Iloilo City government
conducted a Stakeholder’s Review Workshop from June 21-23
for the CBARAD Project. The workshop was aimed at ensuring
common understandings between the project’s various stakeholders as it enters its third and final year.
The three-day workshop facilitated intensive discussion
sessions attended by 45 participants from all five pilot Barangays. Mayor Jed Patrick Mabilog of Iloilo City also presided
over the session to discuss outputs of the project and to finalize the activities for the remainder of the project term.

Mr. Norman Tabud, Chief of Staff for the Mayor, offers his concluding
remarks to workshop participants.

The objectives of the session were as follows:
i.		
		
To level off stakeholders’ expectations about
CBARAD project framework
ii. To quickly acquire basic practical skills on project
frame-working, designing and planning
iii. To review CBARAD’s existing Project Design Matrix
(PDM) and adjust strategic performance indicators
according to the present conditions of the five pilot
barangays and Iloilo city’s community-based disas
ter management efforts considering the limited time
left for CBARAD to achieve its objectives
iv. Based on the revised PDM, make a Plan of Oper
ations for the remaining period of cooperation tak
ng into account the proposed plan of activities for
2014-2015
To review and firm up the CBARAD Implementv.
ing Structure and make a simple Stakeholders’ Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) framework, including
a risk management plan

One highlight of the workshop was a commitment by the
City Planning Office to draft an Executive Order by which all
departments of the city will recognize CBARAD by integrating
the project’s components into the regular programs of the city
while striving for sustainability.
A city councillor also expressed her commitment to developing legislation to support the CBARAD project and its activities, while integrating them within various disaster related
programs.
CITYNET Yokohama Project Office will conduct a closing
seminar for the project in early 2015.
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Disaster Consciousness Activities
Organized in Iloilo
Seminars

In order to promote disaster education and public awareness about disasters, the city of Iloilo organized Disaster Consciousness Month which commits to various activities related
to disaster awareness. One of the activities was the Dagoy Caravan, an education program originally introduced by Plus Arts
as an aspect of disaster education.
Buntatala Elementary School hosted the caravan within
their school premises where more than 120 children and parents participated in activities and games facilitated by both
Barangay and City Hall staff. Some of the activities included
rescuing a dummy from underneath a heavy object using a
car jack, making paper cups and plates using newspapers, and
carrying an injured person using a blanket stretcher.

Dungon Creek Development Project

Engr. Tabada introduces ways to track typhoons and understand
weather advisories.

As a part of ongoing technical information exchange for
the beneficiaries of CBARAD, project experts from the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services
Administration (PAGASA) and the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) were invited to speak at a
seminar attended by Barangay staff and partner organisations.
Here, the characteristics of typhoons and how to track them,
as well as knowledge regarding weather forecasting were presented by Engr. Oscar Tabada from PAGASA.
Likewise Engr. Ramil Atando shared information on preparedness for earthquakes as well as information regarding
the mechanisms of plate tectonics.
The seminar also invited Engr. Joseph Paul Nogra to speak
on communications protocol during disasters.

Disaster Education

CPU hosts the Dungon Creek Development project seminar to launch
the project.

One of the key local stakeholders for the CBARAD Project
is the Central Philippine University (CPU). They have been providing various types of support for the project including logistics. One of the key outcomes of the project is the university’s
commitment to launching the Dungon Creek Development
Project. The creek runs along the university but currently faces
issues on environment matters.
With the help of Tsurumi River Networking (TRnet, Japan), CPU will conduct profiling and data collection around
the creek to identify various plants, animals and insect species
valuable the biodiversity of the area. This will help develop
further plans for preservation of the environment leading to
a cleaner creek in the long run. TRnet has conducted workshops with CPU on raising awareness about river and creek
environments, specifically highlighting the importance of environmental education to disaster prevention.

CITYNET Disaster Cluster Seminar

City employees demonstrate how to make a stretcher using a
blanket to school children

CITYNET’s annual
Disaster Cluster Seminar concluded successfuly at the end of
August. A special issue
on the meeting will be
available shortly on the
CYO website.
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MuAN Conducts Second Workshop
for Early Childhood Education

CYO Welcomes New Interns
Marina Suzuki - Temple University, Japan Campus
CITYNET Yokohama Project
Office received its second intern
from Temple University Japan
starting August. Marina Suzuki
is fluent in English and Japanese
and will be working at the office
supporting program activities. It is
her first experience working with
global development matters. Her
background in International Affairs would be an asset to developing projects for CITYNET members. Immediately upon
starting the internship Marina experienced Disaster Cluster
Seminar and its preparatory work through CYO.
“I am an International Affairs major at Temple University Japan
with a minor in Political Science. My primary focus is on environmental
issues and energy politics. Currently, I am interested in how different
stakeholders influence foreign policy and the changing political climate
of Asian-Pacific regional security. I look forward to gaining a broader
view and deepening my knowledge about East Asian multilateral cooperation through this internship at CITYNET Yokohama Project Office.”

Teachers from various muncipalities in Nepal showcase their teaching material during the second workshop.

Earlier this year in June, the CITYNET Yokohama Project
Office in cooperation with the Municipal Association of Nepal
(MuAN) conducted its first workshop on Early Childhood Education for teachers from four municipalities in Nepal.
The first workshop introduced various teaching methods
and material development particularly used in Japan for children in elementary schools. Dr. Shin Hayashibara from Hiroshima provided the training to the Nepalese school teachers.
The workshop taught Kamishibai, or story telling techniques,
as well as Kamishibai, or paper folding, which can be used as
a supporting material while teaching geometry to children of
early ages.
Following the first workshop, on August 21st, MuAN facilitated a second workshop for the same group of teachers. The
participants developed different kinds of teaching material
such as picture storytelling, new rhymes, games, mathematical cubes, and shapes etc., which they developed in the span
of two months and presented alongside mock lessons. Enthusiasm and hard work on behalf of the participants indicated a
successful programme.
Participants opined that the training had been very effective in changing their behaviour and enhancing their capacities as teachers. They appreciated the new techniques and
training models as these forms of education help facilitate
imagination and creativity in children, above and beyond that
of Nepal’s conventional education system.
MuAN insist that training on Early Childhood Education
and the continuation of programmes like these will remain a
priority into the near future.

Mizuki Tsukada- Yokohama City University
CYO is equally grateful to have
Mizuki Tsukada from Yokohama
City University as an intern through
YOKE (a CITYNET Associate Member). Mizuki will be supporting the
Japanese part of program while
helping with administrative matters. She was also a part of the support team which helped with the
operation of the Disaster Cluster Seminar concluded in Yokohama last week.
“I am studying international issues and techniques of international cooperation at Yokohama City University. I took on this internship at
CITYNET Yokohama Project Office because I wanted to know how the international organization contributes to other countries. My tasks at the
office include translating reports from English into Japanese and preparing for an international conference. I am also learning new things related
to disaster prevention and risk reduction as well as the issues connected
to the topic.”

CYO is grateful for both Marina and Mizuki to be contributing to the work that may better help support our members needs and activities.
5F, International Organizations Center, Pacifico-Yokohama, 1-1-1 Minato Mirai
Nishi-Ku, Yokohama 220-0012, Japan
TEL:(+81)-45-223-2161,
FAX:(+81)-45-223-2162
EMAIL: info@citynet-yh.org,
WEBSITE: http://www.citynet-yh.org
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